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Order the chicken salad sandwich on a half-hoagie roll with tomatoes, lettuce, and cucumbers. 4.
Nutrition Information. Make the Chicken Salad at Home Oklahoma State University | College of
Veterinary Medicine | OSU Extension | The Oklahoma State University College of Veterinary
Medicine is committed to food safety and responds to your questions and concerns. marz2499 -
Kitchenette Chef - Cook Kitchenets - Fresh food delivery. Cleveland's Finest Chicken Salad Recipe |
Via YouTube. To make this the best chicken salad ever, just ask Jenkins!!! (Jenkins Deli) makes a
chicken salad with no mayo, no commercial salad dressing, and no noodles. The sandwiches also
have what they call the "secret recipe" dressing — an herbal Italian vinaigrette. Jenkins Deli -
Chicken Salad Recipe Zydeco Chicken Salad Recipe. · Poulet Tchoupitoulas (Chicken Tchoupi-toulas)
from Jenkins deli for the Philly Cheese Steak. · Poulet Tchoupitoulas (Chicken Tchoupi-toulas) from
Jenkins deli for the Philly Cheese Steak. The sandwich is served with the "secret recipe" dressing,
which has herbal Italian vinaigrette, nothing like you get at Jenkins deli. The chicken comes in a
toasted baguette, with mustard and lettuce. It's my favorite chicken salad anywhere. "If you can't
find it at Jenkins, you don't need to look for anything else," said Ellen Henry, a cook at Cafe Fred on
the west side. I live in TN and went to Jenkins Deli for lunch today and ordered a chicken salad
sandwich. I like the food at Jenkins and wanted to try this because of all the reviews for the chicken
salad. Unfortunately, it looked very much like generic chicken salad, the bread was very oily with the
dressing. It was very bland, and does not in any way resemble the description on the menu. I would
not be ordering a chicken salad from Jenkins Deli again. Also, the sandwich, which came in a paper
sack was not wrapped in foil as the menu advertises. When asked about this the waitress said that
the paper sacks keep the bread from turning soggy. Sorry, I can't believe anyone could call this
chicken salad. Jenkins Deli in Cleveland | TIME The Hot New Sandwich for Lunch - TIME To make
this the best chicken salad ever, just
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